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A B S T R A C T   

In this work, we propose a novel methodology for the evaluation of the external mass transfer properties of 3D 
printed catalyst supports. This protocol relies on the use of a lab scale SLA 3D printer with a resin characterized 
by a high heat deflection temperature (HDT) for the manufacturing of samples at a lower price and with higher 
accuracy than equivalent metallic 3D printed structures. Periodic open cellular structure (POCS) samples with 
Tetrakaidecahedron unit cells (TKKD) were 3D printed and catalytically activated by depositing a 3% Pd/CeO2 
washcoat by spin-coating. The washcoat was then consolidated with a two-step heat treatment composed by in- 
situ calcination in N2 and reduction in N2/H2 stream. Catalytic tests of rich H2 combustion showed the possibility 
to reach the external mass transfer control at temperatures below the resin HDT. Sherwood numbers were 
eventually estimated from the oxygen conversions under full external mass transfer control assuming a PFR 
behaviour. To validate the methodology, 3D printed replicas of open cell foams were also tested, and the results 
were successfully compared against a well-established literature correlation. Moreover, a one-to-one comparison 
was performed between the Sherwood numbers of a resin 3D printed structure, tested with the proposed 
methodology, and a metallic 3D printed structure, tested with the conventional CO oxidation approach. The two 
methods lead to superimposed results, thus providing the experimental evidence of the equivalence of the two 
methodologies for the evaluation of the external mass transport properties of complex catalyst substrates.   

1. Introduction 

To meet the current growing interest in the intensification of in-
dustrial and environmental heterogeneous catalytic processes, a wide 
range of advanced structures based on wire meshes, open cell foams and 
periodic open cellular structures (POCS) [1] are under study by the 
research community. 

Open cell foams have been extensively investigated in the last decade 
as high performance supports for processes limited by gas/solid mass 
and/or heat transfer [2–8]. Differently from open cell foams, POCS have 
an ordered geometry and are generally manufactured by 3D printing 
techniques. In recent years, literature works have shown promising re-
sults of the application of these materials in processes where the optimal 
tradeoff between pressure drops [9] and mass transfer is crucial, such as 
exhaust gas after-treatment systems [10,11] or where heat transfer is the 

limiting factor for the application [12]. 
Thanks to the extreme design freedom provided by their 

manufacturing methodology, a great number of POCS with different 
geometries and dimensions can be realized and Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD) can be a powerful tool for the numerical evaluation of 
their transport properties [10,13]. However, such a large design flexi-
bility poses the problem of how an experimental screening can be per-
formed for a wide range of different cell shapes and sizes in order to 
identify the most effective structures and to develop engineering cor-
relations for the simple prediction of their behavior. To these aims, it 
was demonstrated that 3D printed structures produced with different 
materials may be employed for the evaluation of pressure drop [10,14] 
or for the heat transport [5]. However, the analysis of external mass 
transfer properties poses great challenges on the design of the experi-
mental protocols and on the selection of the sample properties. 
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Several methodologies for the evaluation of the external mass 
transfer in cellular catalyst substrates have been reported in literature. 
Some of these methods are based on the dissolution/sublimation of a 
suitable substance coated on or with the shape of the required geometry. 
Yagi et al. [15] and Dixon et al. [16] studied the wall transport prop-
erties of a packed bed by the dissolution in water of a slightly soluble 
substance that coats the internal surface of the reactor tube. Both the 
authors adopted 2-naphthol while Dixon and co-workers also tested the 
use of cinnamic acid and benzoic acid in the same setup. Cadwell et al. 
[17] evaluated the interphase mass transfer in spinning basket reactors 
by dispersing pellets of naphthene in glass spheres of the same di-
mensions and measuring the concentration of naphthene sublimated in 
air or hydrogen during the operation of the reactor. Sublimation of 
naphthene was also employed by Breault et al. [18] as a probe in a 
circulating fluidized bed where a sphere of the substance was suspended 
by a holder in a stream of cork particles and the loss of material was 
evaluated during the time. The applicability of these methodologies 
depends on the possibility to accurately recreate the geometry to be 
analyzed with the soluble/sublimating material without cracks or de-
formations and on the stability of the sample during the measurements. 
For non-trivial geometries like POCS, the small dimensions involved, the 
impossibility of the direct 3D printing with relevant substances and the 
low solid fraction typical of these structures can hardly be reconciled 
with such an approach. Furthermore, the variable sublimation rates, 
which characterize the different regions of the structure (e.g. strut in 
crossflow versus strut intersections), determine concomitant geomet-
rical modifications that have to be properly tracked to accurately 
quantify the external transport properties. As a result, such challenges 
make these techniques unsuitable for the evaluation of the external mass 
transfer coefficients in POCS. 

Evaporation of a suitable liquid from an absorbent material is 
another technique reported in literature to evaluate the transport 
properties of different substrates. DeAcetis et al. [19] used spheres of 
celite saturated with water and mixed with plastic spheres in a packed 
bed reactor and measured the water vapor concentration in the flowing 
air. Votruba et al. [20] saturated porous honeycomb monoliths with 
selected liquids (water, decalin or o-xylene) and measured the rate of 
evaporation in a controlled air flow. The evaporation technique suffers 
from the problem of manufacturing POCS with a sorbent material and 
the limited quantity of liquid that can be held by a structure with a low 
solid fraction. 

Catalytic reactive experiments have been extensively used in the 
literature for the evaluation of mass transfer properties of different 
catalyst supports. Bolland et al. [21] used the decomposition of O3 
catalyzed by angular cast steel particles in a circulating fluidized bed. 
They report that O3 decomposition is an extremely active reaction even 
at low temperature and is catalyzed by a wide range of transition metal 
oxides [22]. However, this poses a significant problem in the design of 
the experimental apparatus to ensure that the sole investigated structure 
is active to avoid an unwanted O3 conversion and the consequent 
overestimation of the mass transfer coefficients. To overcome such a 
limitation, the catalytic oxidation of CO over PGM (precious group 
metals) catalysts has been extensively employed. As reported by Ullah 
et al. [23] and Uberoi et al. [24], catalytic CO oxidation can be used to 
quantify the Sherwood numbers of ceramic and metallic monoliths. The 
same approach has been used by Giani et al. [25], Bracconi et al. [13] 
and Aguirre et al. [26] to assess external mass transfer performances of 
open cell foams. Catalytic-reactive tests have the advantage of preser-
ving the shape and dimensions of the structure under analysis because 
the reaction takes place on the catalytic surface which remains unaltered 
while the consumed species are constantly replaced by the flowing fluid 
allowing for approaching steady state conditions. On the other hand, the 
necessity to reach full external mass transfer control mandates to 
operate at high temperatures. For CO oxidation, even on highly active 
catalysts, temperatures in excess of 300 ◦C are required to grant the 
complete onset of the external mass transfer regime and materials 

compatible with these temperatures are required for the manufacturing 
of the samples to be tested. 

Metal-based 3D printing is a technology that, in principle, can be 
used for the manufacture of metallic substrates compatible with the 
conditions required for CO oxidation in full external mass transfer. These 
substrates, however, have the drawbacks of the relatively low printing 
quality with high rugosity of the surfaces that may impact the flow field. 
Moreover, the samples suffer from dimensional limitations in terms of 
the minimum details that can be printed. Furthermore, this technology 
requires long manufacturing times and highly specialized machinery 
needed for production and finishing with consequential high costs. 

An interesting alternative for the evaluation of transport properties 
of novel structured supports consists in the manufacturing of resin 
catalyst substrates printed by stereolithography (SLA) 3D techniques, as 
already demonstrated by Bracconi et al. [10] for the investigation of 
pressure drops in open cell foams and by Lammermann et al. [14] for the 
analysis of pressure drops and liquid hold-up in POCS. This technology is 
readily available on the market at a relatively low cost. In contrast to 
metal selective laser sintering (SLS) or SEBM (Selective electron beam 
melting) machines, an SLA 3D printer is much cheaper and much easier 
to operate. In addition, the use of a liquid raw material ensures 
extremely accurate results in terms of printing quality, which is not 
limited by the granulometry of the starting powders. 

The use of an organic resin, however, may represent a drawback of 
SLA 3D printing when producing samples for the evaluation of mass 
transfer properties. Indeed, resins have, usually, more stringent oper-
ating windows with respect to metals and ceramics in terms of ambient 
chemistry (i.e. they can be degraded by oxidative atmospheres) and 
sustainable temperatures. Such limitations can, in part, be overcome by 
new materials for 3D printing such as engineering resins. Among all the 
alternatives, resins with a high heat deformation temperature (HDT) 
promise a cheap alternative to metals for experimental applications that 
require temperatures as high as about 290 ◦C, thus allowing the in-house 
realization of samples with the geometrical accuracy needed for the 
evaluation of the external mass transfer properties of these geometries. 

The use of a material with a maximum operating temperature of 
290 ◦C requires, however, that the selected test reaction exhibits a fast 
kinetic at relatively low temperatures over supported metal catalysts. 
With this constraint, catalytic CO oxidation over PGM catalysts is not 
suitable for this purpose due to temperatures required for the complete 
onset of the external mass transfer regime (i.e. > 300 ◦C). To overcome 
such a limitation, catalytic oxidation of H2 in rich conditions over PGM 
is herein adopted for the first time for the evaluation of mass transfer 
properties. Due to the extremely high activity of the reaction [27], the 
onset of the external mass transfer regime is obtained at significantly 
lower temperatures (i.e. 200 ◦C for H2 oxidation versus > 300 ◦C for CO 
oxidation), thus enabling the use of the inexpensive, accurate and easily 
manufacturable resin samples. 

In this work, we propose a novel experimental protocol for the 
evaluation of the external mass transfer properties of 3D printed catalyst 
supports. The samples are manufactured with an SLA 3D printer and a 
heat resistant resin at a lower price and with better accuracy than in the 
case of equivalent metallic 3D printed structures. The supports are, then, 
catalytically activated with a 3% Pd/CeO2 washcoat deposited by spin- 
coating. The green active phase is then consolidated with an in-situ 
calcination in N2 followed by a reduction in N2/H2 stream. On these 
samples, the gas-solid mass transfer properties are evaluated using H2 
oxidation in rich conditions. The high activity of H2 oxidation on Pd/ 
CeO2 catalyst at low temperatures makes this reaction uniquely suitable 
for the investigation of the transport properties since full external mass 
transfer control is achieved at temperatures as low as 200 ◦C, compatible 
with the support resin. Moreover, the adoption of rich conditions (excess 
H2) avoids the H2 back-diffusion effects expected in the case of lean 
operation, enabling the assumption of a simple plug flow reactor model 
to compute the external mass transfer coefficient. 

The protocol is first assessed by considering 3D printed replicas of 
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open cell foams. The mass transfer coefficients are evaluated by 
employing the rich H2 oxidation and the results are compared against a 
well-established literature correlation for external mass transfer [13]. 
The herein proposed experimental methodology is general and can be 
directly extended to the investigation of the external mass transfer 
properties of structures beyond foams. In this view, 3D printed TKKD 
structures are also tested according to envisioned methodology to 
evaluate the gas-solid mass transfer properties showing the capability of 
the protocol to manage different structures and shape. As a further 
validation, the TKKD substrates are also printed in aluminium by using a 
metal 3D printer and the external mass transfer coefficient are evaluated 
using the conventional method (i.e. mass transfer limited CO oxidation 
over PGM-based catalyst) to confirm the equivalence of the two meth-
odologies for the evaluation of mass transport of complex catalyst 
substrates. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Resin substrate preparation 

Catalyst substrate samples (digitally reconstructed open cell foams 
and TKKD POCS) were prepared by stereolithographic [28] 3D printing 
using a commercial device (Form2 printer by Formlabs). The 3D printer 
needs to be supplied with a file containing all the information for the 
correct realization of the printing layers. The first step for the definition 
of these files consists in the generation of the CAD files of the samples. 
Structure for the open cell foam samples were digitally reconstructed by 
imposing the cell diameter, solid fraction and circular cross-section 
struts with a parabolic profile as described in literature [29]. To grant 
that the properties extracted from the sample are representative of the 
structure, a minimum sample size of 3 cells, both radially and axially is 
needed. Due to the internal diameter of the test reactor of 9 mm, the 
maximum cell size that we could investigate was limited to 3 mm to 
meet the requirement of 3 cells in each direction. 

The CAD for the TKKD POCS was generated with OpenSCAD soft-
ware. The TKKD sample cell to strut diameter ratio was defined as to 
obtain a void fraction of 0.9 and the strut diameter was chosen as the 
smallest feature printable by the metallic 3D printer used for the exact 
replica of the samples. The cell size was chosen to have at least 3 cells in 
the radial direction and by considering the dimensional constraints of 
the metallic 3D printer (i.e. 150 μm). The sample was cut with a cylinder 
of the appropriate dimensions to obtain the final sample. 

All the geometries were exported as STL files and imported in the 
PreForm software to generate the print jobs at a vertical resolution of 
25 μm and with the printing profile for High Temp V1 resin. 

The SLA 3D printer was loaded with high temperature resin (For-
mlabs FLHTAM01 High Temp V1) characterized by an HDT@0.45Mpa of 
289 ◦C. Once the printing process was complete, the samples were 
carefully detached from the building platform of the printer and washed 
for 10 min in Isopropyl alcohol (IPA) to remove the uncured resin in 
excess. The cleaned parts were dried with compressed air to remove 
residual IPA and post-cured at 80 ◦C for at least 180 min under UV light. 
The supports needed for the printing process were removed from the 
fully hardened samples with wire cutters and the samples were polished 
with sandpaper to obtain clean faces. 

3D printing of the metal sample was outsourced to a commercial 
company (AIDRO Hydraulics) due to the lack of an in-house metal 
printing machine. The sample was printed with a SLM machine out of an 
aluminum powder bed from the same. STL file used for the resin sample 
to obtain the same geometry within the accuracy of the 3D printing 
machines. 

In this work, we adopt the following notation to identify the 3D 
printed sample: the first letter defines the geometry (F = foam, 
T = TKKD POCS), the first number defines the cell diameter (in mm), the 
second number defines the void fraction. For POCS structures: ‘r’ defines 
the resin sample and ‘a’ the aluminum sample. 

2.2. Catalyst preparation 

To catalytically activate the resin samples, Pd supported on CeO2 was 
chosen as the active phase. This catalyst formulation was used in pre-
vious works using CO oxidation as the probe reaction [13], whereas the 
activity of Pd for the H2 oxidation is also documented [27]. 

The catalyst was prepared according to a procedure previously re-
ported in the literature [32] starting from the nitrate salts of cerium (Ce 
(NO3)3⋅6H2O, Sigma-Aldrich) and palladium (Pd(NO3)2 (12–16 % w/w 
aqueous solution from Alfa Aesar). 

High surface area CeO2 (CeHS) was prepared by precipitation with 
ammonium carbonate ((NH4)2CO3, Sigma-Aldrich) [33]. A 2.6 M water 
solution of ammonium carbonate was added under continuous stirring 
to a 1 M water solution of cerium nitrate at room temperature. The 
resulting precipitate was filtered and washed with distilled water until a 
neutral pH was reached. The wet powder was dried overnight at 120 ◦C 
and the resulting powder was calcined for 3 h at 500 ◦C (heating and 
cooling rates: 2 ◦C/min). To catalytically activate CeHS, palladium was 
dispersed using the incipient wetness technique [34]. Total solution 
volume was calculated as the volume required to fill the CeHS pores; and 
the palladium nitrate concentration was calculated to reach a palladium 
content (Pd0 to CeHS + palladium) of 3%wt. The resulting powder was 
dried overnight at 120 ◦C and calcined for 10 h at 500 ◦C (heating and 
cooling rates: 2 ◦C/min) to decompose the palladium nitrate to palla-
dium oxide obtaining the final catalytic powder (PdCeHS). 

2.3. Washcoat deposition 

According to previous findings on foams and POCS [32,35–37], spin 
coating was the methodology of choice for the deposition of the catalyst 
over the cellular samples to allow for a uniform coating of their complex 
geometry. 

The Pd/CeO2 slurry was prepared according to [35] by dispersing the 
previously described PdCeHS powder in a liquid medium composed of 
1.9 w/w glycerol, 1.8 w/w distilled water and 0.07 w/w polyvinyl 
alcohol with respect to the powder. 

The preparation consists in the dissolution of the PVA in water at 
85 ◦C under magnetic stirring. After cooling the solution to room tem-
perature, glycerol is added and the PdCeHS powder is mixed in in the 
liquid medium by ball-milling with zirconium oxide spheres for 24 h at 
30 rpm. The slurry is then removed from the ball-mill and ethanol (for 
residue analysis, Sigma-Aldrich, 0.39 w/w with respect to the powder) is 
carefully added dropwise to remove the foam generated by the ball 
milling process. 

The slurry is carefully transferred to a suitable beaker and each 
sample is individually dipped by hand with attention to completely 
submerge the support. To remove the excess formulation, samples were 
spun with a commercial spin-coater (SPIN 150i spinner by SPS) for 8 s @ 
2500 rpm and with a speed up/down phases at 500 rpm/s. For the flash- 
drying, wet samples were placed in a preheated oven in air to partially 
consolidate the washcoat. As for the spin-coating phase, the flash-drying 
process is performed at conditions, namely 3 min at 200 ◦C in air, milder 
than the ones reported in literature [35] due to the nature of the support 
material. The conditions are sufficient to induce the evaporation of the 
water and glycerol, leading to samples with an almost dry washcoat 
while preserving the substrate from thermal degradation. After 
flash-drying, the samples are cooled to room temperature and the 
amount of deposited washcoat is evaluated by gravimetric analysis. 

The deposition/flash-drying procedure was repeated up to 3 times to 
reach a minimum target catalyst loading, (7 gcat/l) calculated as the 
deposited mass divided by the total volume of the sample (solid plus 
empty fraction). Calcination at 500 ◦C for 10 h (2 ◦C min− 1 heating and 
cooling ramps) was performed only for the aluminum sample due to the 
inability of the resin to withstand the temperature required by the 
process. 

Foam samples were activated for the entire length whereas TKKD 
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samples were coated only for the last 9 mm (4.5 cell diameters) to avoid 
on one side flow maldistributions and on the other hand excessive 
conversion during the reactive tests. 

Due to the impossibility to perform a calcination treatment on the 
resin samples as described in the reference procedure [35], a two-steps, 
in-situ, activation procedure was performed in order to stabilize and 
activate the catalytic washcoat. During the first step, after loading the 
sample in the reaction tube, the sample was heated to 260 ◦C at a rate of 
2 ◦C/min in a flow 0.75 Nl/min of N2 and is kept at the target temper-
ature for 6 h. The sample was, then, cooled to room temperature in N2 
atmosphere. During the second step, the sample was subjected to a 
reduction treatment in a flow of 2.5 % H2 in N2 at 0.75 Nl/min where it 
is heated to 260 ◦C at a rate of 2 ◦C/min, hold 6 h and cooled to room 
temperature. After the end of the thermal treatment, the sample was 
recovered and visually inspected to verify the absence of damages. 
Finally, the reactor was cleaned to remove any residue of the powder 
catalyst before being reloaded with the sample to be tested. 

Coating homogeneity was verified with the aid of an optical micro-
scope (SteREO Discovery.V12 with Axiocam ERc 5 s camera, Zeiss). 

2.4. Catalytic tests 

External mass transfer rates for the different structured supports 
were evaluated by running H2 oxidation (Eq. 1) tests in rich conditions. 

H2 +
1 /2O2 →H2O (1)  

The reaction was performed in excess of H2 in order to keep conversion 
limited by the O2 diffusional rate. Based on the considerations reported 
in the Supplementary Material (S1), H2 rich combustion tests were 
performed with a feed stream containing 4% H2, 1% O2 and 95 % N2 v/v 
at flowrates between 3 and 9 Nl/min with step increments of 1 Nl/min. 
This choice was dictated by the different diffusion coefficients of O2 and 
H2. H2 diffusivity is about five times greater than O2 diffusivity, which 
makes the collection of mass transfer controlled conversion data far 
enough from 100 % only possible at extremely high gas velocities. Be-
sides lean H2 combustion result in over adiabatic temperatures at the 
catalyst surface, which can exceed the resin stability limit. 

To perform a direct comparison between the proposed methodology 
and CO oxidation (Eq. 2) in the external mass transfer control, 1.5 % CO 
in air was used as the feed mixture at flowrates between 3 and 9 Nl/min 
as reported in [13]. 

CO + 1 /2O2 →CO2 (2) 

The catalytic tests were run in a 9 mm ID reactor tube heated by an 
external electric oven as reported in Fig. 1. 

To monitor the temperature of the catalyst, two thermocouples were 
placed immediately before and after the sample and the arithmetic mean 
of Tin and Tout was considered as the representative temperature for the 
evaluation of the transport properties. The temperature difference be-
tween the two thermocouples caused by the exothermicity of the reac-
tion was lower than 70 ◦C. 

Three independent mass flow controllers (5850E model by Brooks) 
were used to regulate the flows of N2, H2 or CO and air. The gas streams 
were mixed in a single line and fed to the reactor where they were 
preheated and contacted with the structured catalyst sample. To analyze 
the composition of the gas mixture, a micro-GC (GCX from Pollution) 
was used. H2 (or CO when used instead), O2 and N2 were separated in a 
capillary column coated with 5 Å molecular sieves, using Ar as carrier 
and as reference gas for the thermal conductivity detector (TCD). Gas 
composition was calculated using N2 as internal standard and H2O was 
inferred from the conversion of H2. A bypass line (normally closed) was 
installed to allow for the analysis of the feed gas in order to calculate the 
effective conversions. 

Due to the inability to track the production of water, the following 
criterion for the mass balances based on the stoichiometry of molar 

consumptions of O2 and H2 is introduced (Eq. 3). 

ErrH2 = 1 −
Hin

2 − Hout
2

2⋅
(
Oin

2 − Oout
2
) (3)  

where Hin
2 and Oin

2 are the molar flow rates fed to the reactor and Hout
2 and 

Oout
2 are the outlet molar flow rates measured after the reaction section. 

The measurement was considered acceptable when the error was less 
than 5%. 

For the aluminum POCS sample, the analysis of CO2 was performed 
through a capillary column coated with Porapack Q with He serving 
both as reference and carrier gas. 

To calculate accurately the CO conversion, CO2 production was 
monitored, and the conversions were considered reliable with an error 
in the carbon balance lower than 5% as per to Eq. 4. 

ErrCO = 1 −
COout + COout

2

COin (4) 

The analysis of conversion data in full external mass transfer regime 
was performed with the classical approach of dimensionless numbers. 
For the H2 oxidation runs, conversions were evaluated directly from the 
consumed oxygen (Eq. 1) while, in the case of CO oxidation, CO2 pro-
duction was used to infer the CO conversion according to the stoichi-
ometry of the reaction (Eq. 2). 

To analyze the transport properties of the different samples, the es-
timates of the mass transfer coefficient km, were calculated for each 
flowrate according to Eq. 5 by assuming full external mass transfer 
control in an ideal plug flow reactor (PFR) [13] 

km =
− ln(1 − χ)⋅u

Sv⋅l
(5)  

where χ is the conversion, u is the superficial gas velocity calculated at 
the bed average operating temperature and pressure, Sv is the specific 
surface area and l is the catalytically active length. 

For the dimensionless analysis, the characteristic length (lcar) is the 
averaged strut diameter for open cell foams (as proposed in [13] and 
[30]) and the strut diameter for TKKD. Sherwood and Reynolds numbers 
were therefore calculated according to Eq.s 6− 8: 

Fig. 1. Sketch of the reactor configuration.  
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Sh =
kmDlim

lcar
(6)  

Re =
ρulcar

μ (7)  

Sc =
μ

ρDlim
(8)  

where μ is the viscosity of the gas mixture, ρ the density, and Dlim the 
diffusivity of the limiting reactant, O2 and CO in the different experi-
ments, respectively. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. 3D printing 

The quality of the printed sample was verified by comparing the 
measured solid fraction with the design one. To calculate the void 
fraction (ε), the samples were individually weighted, and their external 
dimensions were measured with the aid of a caliper: 

ε = 1 −
wsample

ρmat⋅Vtot
(9)  

where wsample is the sample weight and Vtot is the sample volume and ρmat 
is the density of the printing material (i.e. resin or aluminum alloy). 

The density of the resin was evaluated from a dense cube printed 
with the same printing parameters as the POCS samples (ρmat= 1.23 g/ 
cm3). In the case of the aluminum POCS, the bulk density of the material 
was assumed equal to that of the aluminum alloy powder (AlSi10) used 
as the raw material (ρmat = 2.65 g/cm3). 

The strut diameter and the cell size were also measured with the aid 
of optical microscopy to understand possible printing deviations. 

A good agreement between the 3D printed and CAD structures was 
obtained, since the deviation between the experimental and the theo-
retical (design) void fraction was less than ±1% for the ε = 0.9 structures 
and 2% for the ε = 0.8 foam, as reported in Table 1. 

Fig. 2 shows the 3D printed foam samples as well as the TKKD 
structures both in resin and aluminum (i.e. samples T_20− 0.90 r and 
T_20− 0.90a, respectively). As clearly visible, the surface finish of the 
resin substrates is significantly smoother than the one at of the metallic 
structure. 

3.2. Characterization of the coating 

The use of supports in polymeric resin leads to the necessity of 
tailoring the coating procedure to the properties of the resin. In partic-
ular, for the deposition of the catalytic layers, spin coating speed and 
duration were reduced with respect to the parameters used in previous 
work [35] to cope with the reduced adhesion offered by the resin to the 
slurry. 

3.2.1. Thermogravimetric analysis 
Before performing the coating deposition, thermal stability of the 

resin was assessed to define the temperature range at which the flash 
drying cycles can be performed without causing the degradation of the 
resin. For this reason, a drop of slurry, as well as two fragments of the 
printed resin supports (~ 5 mg each, bare and coated with wet slurry) 
were tested by thermogravimetric (TG) analyses. 

As shown by the TG analysis performed on the wet slurry (Fig. 3a), 
the liquid components of the formulation start evaporating between 50 
and 100 ◦C and are completely removed at 250 ◦C with no significant 
differences between the analysis in N2 and air, indicating that the 
combustion of the organic fraction is not involved. Fig. 3b shows that the 
resin is stable up to 290 ◦C where the first weight loss is observed. Be-
tween 400 ◦C and 450 ◦C the resin undergoes significant degradation 
while oxidation seems to occur between 450 ◦C and 600 ◦C as shown by 
the different trend between the tests performed in N2 and Air. 

By performing a TG analysis on the slurry/resin combination 
(Fig. 3c), the temperature at which the coating is completely dried is 
reduced to 200 ◦C while resin degradation is not significant for tem-
perature below 290− 300 ◦C, suggesting the absence of catalytic effects 
of the coating on the degradation of the resin. 

Nevertheless, flash drying at 250 ◦C leads to the occasional degra-
dation of the resin samples. A possible explanation for this phenomenon 
can be traced to the severity of the temperature change and the 
exothermicity of the decomposition of the organics in the slurry that 
further increases the local temperature and starts the decomposition of 
the material. In view of this, a temperature of 200 ◦C was chosen for the 
flash drying. 

3.3. Washcoat deposition 

All samples were washcoated with a single deposition step resulting 
in a specific loading of around 10 g/l with the exception of the 
aluminum POCS (23.6 g/l). 

The actual specific load (Sl) was determined by weight differences of 
the samples after each spin-coating / flash-drying cycle from the bare 
ones, mW (Eq. 10) 

Sl [g/l] = mW/Vcoat (10)  

where the coated volume (Vcoat) corresponds to the whole sample in the 
case of foam replicas or a sample fraction in the case of TKKD samples 
(POCS were coated only for half the total length to reduce the total 
conversion while maintaining a representative fluid-dynamic behavior 
[13]). 

The washcoat thickness (t w,avg) was estimated from the specific load 
(Sl) for each sample according to Eq. 11: 

t w,avg =
Sl

ρcoat⋅Sv
(11) 

The coating density (ρcoat) is assumed to be 2.0 g/cm3 [32] and the 

Table 1 
Measured void fractions and geometrical characteristics of the tested samples.  

Sample Cell diameter Average Strut diameter Average Void fraction Specific surface area Diameter Length  
[mm] [μm] [-] [m− 1] [mm] [mm] 

F_2.5− 0.90 2.51 305 0.905 895 9 14.5 
(2.50) (314) (0.90) (916) 

F_3.0− 0.80 
2.98 652 0.783 947 

9 13.7 (3.00) (617) (0.80) (935) 

F_3.0− 0.90 
3.01 357 0.908 738 

9 16.0 (3.00) (377) (0.90) (763) 

T_2.0− 0.90 r 2.00 247 0.913 1305 9 18.5 
(2.00) (259) (0.90) (1352) 

T_2.0− 0.90a 1.99 269 0.898 1388 9 20.0 
(2.00) (259) (0.90) (1352) 

() design values are reported in parenthesis. 
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sample volume and specific surface areas are reported in Table 1. 
As observed in previous studies [32], the total amount of deposited 

catalyst on the printed foam samples depends almost linearly on the 
specific surface area (see Table 2), since the washcoat thickness is 
controlled mainly by the slurry rheology and spin coating velocity, 
resulting in a constant thickness of about 5.5 μm. 

For the tetrakaidecahedron POCS, a catalyst load of 4.9 mg was 
obtained in a single step on the resin sample, while for the aluminum 
sample a higher load of 13.5 mg was achieved after just one coating step 
corresponding to a washcoat thickness of 8.5 μm, likely due to the sur-
face roughness which increases the wet coating adhesion. 

The washcoat layers deposited on all the samples appeared to be 

Fig. 2. Optical microscope images of 3D printed support samples for foams: A) F_2.5-0.90, B) F_3.0-0.80, C) F_3.0-0.90 and POCS: D) T_2.0-0.90 r, E) T_2.0-0.90a.  

Fig. 3. TGA results of a) Pd/CeO2 wet slurry, b) HT resin, c) HT resin coated with Pd/CeO2 slurry.  
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homogeneous and neither uncoated spots nor closed pores were found, 
as shown in Fig. 4. 

3.4. Catalytic tests 

Catalytic tests were performed at flowrates between 3 Nl/min and 9 
Nl/min with increments of 1 Nl/min: in each test the temperature was 
increased stepwise until external mass transfer was reached. 

3.4.1. Light-off curve 
A metallic (Aluminum) 3D printed sample and an identical replica 

3D printed in HT resin (T_2.0− 0.90, Table 2), both activated with 3% 
Pd/CeO2 according to the procedure reported in Section 2.3, were tested 
in CO oxidation and H2 oxidation, respectively, at temperatures suffi-
cient for the onset of full external mass transfer control. The light-off 
curves of H2 oxidation and CO oxidation at 6 Nl/min are reported in 
Fig. 5. 

At temperatures below 250 ◦C, the CO oxidation curve shows a low 
conversion with a strong dependence on temperature, suggesting that 
the reaction rate is mainly controlled by kinetics. At temperatures higher 
than 300 ◦C, the temperature dependence of conversion is significantly 
reduced, consistently with the onset of external mass transfer limita-
tions. The temperature required for the onset of full external mass 
transfer control is clearly not compatible with the use of resin supports 
(Tmax = 290 ◦C, Fig. 3). Conversely, H2 oxidation reveals a high catalytic 
activity already at 100 ◦C. Above 180 ◦C, oxygen conversion shows a 
quasi-negligible temperature dependence, and the full external mass 
transfer control is reached for temperatures higher than 200 ◦C. 

It is important noticing that, while both sets of data were extracted 
from runs at the same specific flowrate (i.e. 6 Nl/min) on the same ge-
ometry (TKKD_2.0− 0.9), the difference in external mass transfer limited 
conversion is related to the intrinsic differences of the samples (coated 

length for resin sample equal to 8.5 mm vs aluminum sample equal to 
9 mm and small deviations in the geometry due to different catalyst 
loading, see Table 2). For this reason, the extrapolation of the external 
mass transfer coefficients is needed to reconciliate the results 

3.4.2. Catalyst stability 
To assess the stability of the coating after the thermal treatment, tests 

at 3, 6 and 9 Nl/min were repeated in succession three times on a new 
sample to verify the stability of the washcoat and the reproducibility of 
the obtained data. 

As shown in Fig. 6 (open symbols), data gathered during the repro-
ducibility tests are comparable to the values obtained during the first 

Table 2 
Geometrical properties of the structures after the coating.  

Sample Measured load Washcoat thickness Specific load Sv washcoated Washcoated length Strut diameter washcoated Void fraction washcoated  
[mg] [μm] [g/l] [m-1] [mm] [μm] [-] 

F_2.5− 0.90 9.3 5.63 9.94 923 14.5 319 0.900 
F_3.0− 0.80 10.5 6.29 12.5 950 13.7 656 0.777 
F_3.0− 0.90 7.1 4.73 6.98 763 16.0 377 0.905 
T_2.0− 0.90a 13.5 8.49 23.6 1417 9.0 276 0.886 
T_2.0− 0.90 r 4.9 3.47 9.06 1527 8.5 309 0.911  

Fig. 4. Optical microscope images of washcoated support samples for foams: A) F_2.5-0, B) F_3.0-0.80, C) F_3.0-0.90 and POCS: D) T_2.0-0.90a, E) T_2.0-0.90 r.  

Fig. 5. Light off curves for H2 oxidation over sample T_2.0-0.9 r and CO 
oxidation over sample T_2.0-0.9a. Conversions of O2 and CO respectively. 
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run (solid symbols). 
The repeated tests performed on these resin supports thus suggest 

that the deposition and activation protocols herein developed result in 
washcoat layers stable enough at the conditions required by the exper-
imental protocol to guarantee the reproducibility of the results. 

3.5. Evaluation of mass transfer properties 

3.5.1. Foam replicas 
The dimensionless mass transfer coefficients estimated by testing of 

3D printed foam resin replicas were compared with the Sherwood cor-
relation derived by Bracconi et al. [13]. 

Excellent agreement with very limited deviation (i.e. < 7 %) is 
observed between the literature correlation (whose applicability is for 1 
< Reds < 300, 0.7 < ε <0.95 and 0.3 mm < dc < 5 mm with deviations 
below ±15 %) and the experimental data for the foam samples, 
regardless of the different cell diameter and void fractions (Fig. 7). De-
viations from the correlation at low Reynolds numbers can be recog-
nized for one of the tested supports, namely the foam F_2.5− 0.9, at low 
Re (i.e. < 20). This can be ascribed to the very high conversions (i. 
e. > 93 %) obtained at such conditions which may result in a magnifi-
cation of the experimental error. Regardless of the wider uncertainty at 

high conversion values, all data points are within the ±15 % validity 
range of the literature correlation [13]. 

These results, coupled with the direct comparison against literature 
established CO oxidation reactive tests, suggest that the hereby pro-
posed methodology enables the accurate evaluation of external mass 
transfer coefficients of complex 3D geometries with a high degree of 
accuracy and reliability. 

3.5.2. TKKD POCS 
A direct comparison between the newly proposed methodology and 

the conventional CO oxidation-based approach in the external transport 
limited regime was performed on samples T_2.0− 0.9a and T_2.0− 0.9 r. 

To compensate for both the differences in the samples geometry (i.e. 
resin sample active length equal to 8.5 mm vs. aluminum sample equal 
to 9 mm and small geometrical deviations as listed in Table 2) and 
average temperature, a comparison in terms of Sherwood numbers is 
required and is used below to assess the mass transfer behavior of the 
two systems (Fig. 8). 

Fig. 8 compares the dimensionless mass transfer coefficients for CO 
oxidation over the aluminum sample and for H2 rich oxidation over the 
resin sample. Error bars are calculated by assuming a 2% uncertainty on 
the conversion values based on the standard deviation estimated from 

Fig. 6. O2 conversion with respect to the average temperature for reproducibility runs (full symbols corresponds to run 1, open circles to run 2 and open triangles to 
run 3). Runs are reported in chronological order in the legend. 

Fig. 7. Comparison between literature correlation for open cell foams mass transfer and experimental results [13].  
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the reproducibility runs. 
The void fraction of the samples shows small differences (0.886 for 

the aluminum sample vs 0.911 for the resin one) due to the 
manufacturing and coating procedures. Therefore, a possible influence 
of the porosity on the Sh numbers could hinder the comparison between 
the two methodologies. To overcome such a limitation, we introduced a 
dependence on the void fraction equal to ε1.5, as suggested by Ferroni 
et al. [38], to remove any additional dependence on the geometrical 
properties. 

An excellent agreement between the two dataset is observed, as 
shown in Fig. 9, proving the total equivalence of the two methodologies. 

4. Conclusions 

A new inexpensive, fast and highly accurate experimental protocol 
has been developed for the evaluation of external/interphase mass 
transfer properties of cellular structured catalyst supports. This protocol 
relies on the 3D printing (SLA) of an HT resin to manufacture samples 
with better accuracy than metal printed structures. These resin supports 
are, subsequently, catalytically activated towards rich H2 oxidation by 
performing the deposition of a Pd/CeO2 washcoat by spin-coating fol-
lowed by a two-step, in-situ calcination / reduction protocol with N2/H2. 
The washcoated samples were finally tested in rich H2 oxidation under 
full external mass transfer control. The method was first validated for 
open cell foams replicas by successfully comparing the results with 
previously derived correlations, which resulted in excellent agreement. 
Moreover, a direct comparison was performed between a resin TKKD 
structure and a metallic (Al) sample printed from the same CAD file. 
These samples were tested according to the herein proposed method-
ology and using the conventional CO oxidation approach, respectively: 
the results of the two campaigns were essentially superimposed, thus 
validating the novel approach herein presented. 

This work provides the basis for the application of this method to the 
experimental investigation of mass transfer properties of a wide range of 
structures. The possibility to print substrates with a fast and economical 
lab-scale printer and test them extensively using the peculiar charac-
teristics of rich H2 oxidation to recover Sherwood-Reynolds correlations 
can be coupled, as previously demonstrated [10], with the investigation 
of pressure drops to fully characterize the fluid dynamic and transport 
properties of novel geometries for cellular catalyst substrates. The 
application of resin-based 3D printed samples for mass transfer studies is 
reported here for the first time. 
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